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ABSTRACT This paper explores the joint use of decomposition methods and parallel computing for
solving constraint satisfaction problems and introduces a framework called Parallel Decomposition for
Constraint Satisfaction Problems (PD-CSP). The main idea is that the set of constraints are first clustered
using a decomposition algorithm in which highly correlated constraints are grouped together. Next, parallel
search of variables is performed on the produced clusters in a way that is friendly for parallel computing.
In particular, for the first step, we propose the adaptation of two well-known clustering algorithms (k-means
and DBSCAN). For the second step, we develop a GPU-based approach to efficiently explore the clusters.
The results from the extensive experimental evaluation show that the PD-CSP provides competitive results
in terms of accuracy and runtime.
INDEX TERMS CSP, decomposition, scalability, GPU.
I. INTRODUCTION
AConstraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is defined as a triple
P =< X ,D,C > where X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is a set of n
variables, D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} is a set of finite domains of
the variables, i.e., each variable xi takes its value in a domain
di, C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} is a set of m constraints. Each con-
straint, ci, is a pair (S(ci),R(ci)) where S(ci) ⊆ X is a subset
of variables called the scope of ci and R(ci) ⊆
∏
xk∈S(ci) dk is
the constraint relation that specifies the legal combinations
of values. Many problems in artificial intelligence can be
represented as CSPs. For example, scene labeling in computer
vision involves testing a possible interpretation of objects
against relation rules [1]. Other constraint satisfaction prob-
lems include theorem proving [2], scheduling [3], inference
relations [4], and expert systems [5], [6]. Typically, as the
CSP itself, these problems are NP-Complete and require
extensive search over the solution space. The canonical exact
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method for solving CSPs is the backtrack search which per-
forms a systematic exploration of a search tree until finding
a total instantiation of values to variables that satisfies all
the constraints [7]–[9]. However, since CSP is NP-Complete,
it is extremely difficult to have an efficient general search
algorithm. In fact, while generic solvers are sometimes sur-
prisingly competitive, in many situations they are defeated
because of some particularly difficult subsets of constraints.
The attempts to address this drawback of enumerative search
CSP algorithms can be divided into:
• Improvements based on decomposition, which is a data
mining technique to divide hard problem instances into
many independent but solvable subinstances. As a moti-
vating example, Figure 1 shows that in some cases half
of the of variables are shared by just a little bit more
than 10% of constraints.1 This suggests to treat these
subgroup of constraints separately, solve this subgroup
as a subproblem, and then use the obtained values of
1https://maxsat-evaluations.github.io/2018/benchmarks.html
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FIGURE 1. The percentage of shared variables of CSP instances.
the shared variables when solving the remaining con-
straints. While the CSP algorithms improved in this
spirit typically used graph-based decomposition tech-
niques, this approach has been recently strengthened by
more advanced data-mining techniques, and tree decom-
position [10]–[12]. The main idea is to treat the cluster-
ing process as a preprocessing phase to extract as much
relevant information as possible about the problem at
hand and its resulting subproblems. This information is
then used to enhance exploration of each subproblem.
These data mining-based solutions are faster than the
traditional approaches. For instance, [11] showed that
their k-means-DPLL algorithm is 13 times faster than
the classical DPLL algorithm for a random instance
of 220 variables.
• Improvements based on parallelization. In order to
fully utilize recent technical developments in hardware,
the algorithms are adapted to exploit high-performance
computing architectures, such as Graphics Processing
Units (GPU). GPU is a piece of hardware consisting of
multiple computational entities, or ‘‘cores’’, just like a
standard CPU, designed mainly for rendering 3D com-
puter graphics [13]. Several solutions based on GPU
computing have been recently developed for solving
CSP problems [14]–[16]. For instance, MaxSAT [14] is
56 times faster than the classical DPLL for solving the
same instance of 220 variables mentioned above.
However, while both the above directions are promising,
they have never been combined together to resolve CSP.
In other words, to the best of our knowledge, no solution
in the current literature is based on both data mining and
high-performance computing techniques. The challenge is to
develop an efficient combination of a clustering technique
(that minimizes the number of shared variables between clus-
ters) and a parallel search technique (that is capable of using
the information obtained from clusters in a productive way).
To fill this gap in the literature, this paper proposes the
first CSP approach that takes advantage of both data mining
and high-performance computing techniques on the GPU.
Our framework, called Parallel Decomposition for Con-
straint Satisfaction Problems (PD-CSP), includes decompo-
sition methods to split a given CSP into a collection of
smaller sub-problems related pair-wise by a set of shared vari-
ables and a dedicated approach for parallel search process.
We adapt data mining clustering algorithms to decompose
the set of constraints into highly correlated clusters and in
the way that can be readily used in the parallel search pro-
cess. In this work, we focus on two well-known algorithms:
k-means [17] and DBSCAN [18]. We also propose a
dedicated parallel search strategy that uses the clusters for
instantiating the variables. This strategy takes into account
the variables shared between clusters. While our framework
is general, we present a use case on a GPU architecture.
We show how to take advantage of the GPU massively
threaded programmingmodel by providing efficient mapping
between the GPU blocks and the clusters of constraints.
We evaluate our approach by studying its time complexity
and comparing it with some existing CSP solvers applied
to different CSP problems. Two case studies are presented
applying PD-CSP to i) MAXSAT , and ii) to Job Scheduling
problems. The results show that our approach advances the
state-of-the-art in terms of both the runtime and effectiveness.
For instance, PD-CSP is 105 times faster than DPLL when
dealing the random instance of 220 variables. Moreover,
the efficient GPU implementation achieves speedup factors,
up to 350x for the MAXSAT problem and 480x for the Job
Scheduling problem on a single GPU machine.
II. RELATED WORK
Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) have attracted inter-
est in the research community for a long time, and many
algorithms have been proposed to date. The first canonical
CSP algorithm is Davis Putnam Logemann Loveland (DPLL)
[19] which uses heuristic techniques to solve hard constraints
including the SAT problem. It starts by designing the tree’s
solver and instantiating one variable at each level. The pro-
cess is repeated until the possible values of all variables are
explored or all constraints are satisfied. DPLL-based meth-
ods [7], [20]–[22] are enumerative and they are successive
versions of backtracking strategy. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, the attempts to address the drawback of enumerative
search algorithms can be divided into the following cate-
gories:
A. DECOMPOSITION-BASED SOLUTIONS
Several decomposition methods of CSPs have been proposed
to date, e.g., tree decomposition techniques [23]–[25] that
have good theoretical properties but their practical efficiency
has not been proven. Generally speaking, the decomposition
methods for CSP can be naturally derived from graph par-
titioning techniques or graph clustering techniques. This is
because the structure of a CSP can be captured by a con-
straint graph where the nodes represent the variables and the
edges correspond to the constraints. The exact decomposition
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methods such as the tree decomposition [25] and the hyper-
tree decomposition [26] are not practical. On other hand, clus-
tering techniques combined with heuristics associated with
dedicated functions representing the quality of the decompo-
sition were shown to be promising alternatives [11].
B. PARALLEL-BASED SOLUTIONS
Parallel approaches for solvingCSP problems [27]–[32] com-
mence with the partitioning of the search tree for parallel
solving search, i.e the search tree is split into a collection
of subtrees that will be distributed later among different
processors. The crucial point leading to efficiency of parallel
algorithms is the load balancing issue. The question here is
to choose between static or dynamic load balancing. In the
static case, an initial partitioning of the root nodes in the
search tree is performed before the search is initiated. The
problem is then divided into a number of subproblems pools;
one pool for each processor. Each processor runs a sequential
search algorithm on the pool assigned to it. In the dynamic
case, the subproblems are dynamically distributed. The dif-
ferent dynamic load balancing strategies in the context of
parallel Backtracking are studied in [33], [34]. Thesemethods
have been intensively studied from theoretical point of view.
Unfortunately, these methods have not shown to be practical
when facing real world problems. Parallel approaches can be
grouped into two categories:
i) The first one commences with the partitioning of the
search tree for parallel solving search [27], [28], i.e., the
search tree is split into a collection of subtrees that will
be distributed later among different processors. The cru-
cial point leading to efficiency of parallel algorithms is
the load balancing issue. The question here is to choose
between static or dynamic load balancing. In the static
case, an initial partitioning of the root nodes in the search
tree is performed before the search is initiated. The
problem is then divided into a number of subproblems
pools; one pool for each processor. Each processor runs
a sequential search algorithm on the pool assigned to it.
In the dynamic case, the subproblems are dynamically
distributed. Different dynamic load balancing strate-
gies in the context of parallel Backtracking are studied
in [33], [34].
ii) The second approach is parallel solving on shared
men [29], [35], [36], which consists in splitting the
problem to be solved into sub-problems and proposing
algorithms to solve the sub-problems separately and then
to combine the solutions of the sub-problems to find
the global one. These methods have been intensively
studied from theoretical point of view. Unfortunately,
these methods have not shown to be practical when
facing real world problems.
C. DISCUSSION
The existing CSP-based solutions only consider accurate
decomposition methods such as the tree and hypertree
decomposition mentioned above. These methods generate
huge graphs with a large number of shared variables between
different vertices. It is hard to make these methods run effi-
ciently in a parallel way, and proceed independent jobs on
the whole resulting graph. Moreover, the parallel CSP-based
solutions consider a naive partitioning of the whole con-
straints, which degrades the overall performance of such
methods in terms of load balancing and the communica-
tion between different workers. To address these challenging
issues, we propose in the next section a new parallel approach
that explore the different correlation provided by clustering
algorithms for solving CSP problems.
III. THE GENERIC PD-CSP FRAMEWORK
In this section we first present the overview of the PD-CSP
framework (See Fig. 2 for more details) and then we detail its
components. Finally, we analyze its theoretical complexity.
FIGURE 2. PD-CSP framework.
A. OVERVIEW
PD-CSP is composed of two main steps: decomposition and
parallel propagation. In the first step, the constraints are
divided into homogeneous groups using data mining decom-
position techniques, where a group may be viewed as a subset
of the whole set of constraints. An interesting decomposi-
tion approach is to minimize the number of the shared vari-
ables between clusters, while gathering in the same cluster
constraints that are highly correlated, i.e., those that share
the maximum number of variables. For each cluster, four
types of information are stored: the constraints in the cluster,
the variables shared among them, the variables shared with
other clusters, and the conflicting constraints. These pieces
of information are then used in the second step to establish
parallel search when the best instantiation of variables is
searched for.
B. STEP 1: DECOMPOSITION
A set of constraints C is decomposed into several groups,
G = {Gi}, where each group, Gi, is a subset of constraints
such that Gi ∩ Gj = ∅ for any i 6= j. We denote the
set of variables of group Gi by X (Gi) and define it as
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X (Gi) = {
⋃
X (Cj) \ Cj ∈ Gi}. We define G as the set
of groups of the constraints C . We define F as the set of
conflict constraints, the constraints of different clusters shar-
ing variables among them. Suppose that groups in G do not
share any variables, which means ∀(i, j) ∈ [1 . . . k]2 X (Gi)∩
X (Gj) = ∅. This yields the following proposition:
Proposition 1: L = {
⋃k
i=1 Li} where Li is the set of all
instantiations of variables of the cluster Gi.
Proof: Consider ∀(i, j) ∈ [1 . . . k]2 X (Gi)∩X (Gj) = ∅.
We have ∀i ∈ [1 . . . k]: Li = {v ∈ D | Consistent(C,X , v)}.
Note that Consistent(C, X, v) is valid if we instantiate the
variable X by a value v, the set of constraints became sat-
isfied or at least remain consistent. The consistency of the
instantiation of v is based on its consistency in the whole set
of constraints C . The value of v have to be checked in all con-
straints in C , and constraints satisfying v should be returned
for further processing. Now, consider a variable x, the value
v exists in X (Gi), ⇒ x /∈ X (Gj), (∀j ∈ [1 . . . k],∨j 6= i)




If the whole set of constraints is decomposed as per
Proposition 1, we will end up with independent clusters,
i.e., no cluster of constraints share variables with any other
cluster. Then, the clusters could be solved separately. Unfor-
tunately, this is rather unlikely in the general case.
Given the above, our aim is to develop a decomposition
technique that does not necessarily look for a decomposition
with completely independent clusters but rather a decompo-
sition where the number of shared variables, and the conflict
constraints between the clusters are minimized. To this end,
we propose amulti-objective k-means algorithm to efficiently
decompose the constraints, and minimize both the shared
variables and the conflict constraints.
Definition 1 (Constraints Similarity): We define con-








Note that Sim(Ci,Cj, x) = 1, if x i = x j, 0, otherwise. x i is the
value of the variable x in the constraint Ci.
Definition 2 (Centroids): We define the centroids of





l )|xl ∈ X (Gi)}, where maxxl (x
i
l ) is the highest
value of the variable xl in group Gi.
The multi-objective k-means for constraints decomposi-






where µj is the centroid of constraints in Gj. First, the
constraints are assigned randomly to k clusters. Second,
a centroid is computed for each cluster. Third, every con-
straint is assigned to a cluster with the closest centroid. The
latter two steps are repeated until there is no further assign-
ment of the constraints to the clusters. The output of our
decomposition step is a triplet, < G, S,F >, where G is the
set of clusters of constraints, S is the set shared variables—the
element sij ∈ S, denoted sijl , will be used to represent the set
of shared variables between the adjacent clusters (Gi andGj).
F represents the set of the conflict constraints of all clusters
in G.
C. STEP 2: PARALLEL PROPAGATION
The clusters derived in the decomposition step are explored in
parallel. Indeed, the search process is applied on each cluster
independently. To use the output of the decomposition step,
i.e., network O, in any parallel architecture, we propose the
following steps:
Step 2.1: Instantiation of the variables shared between
clusters:We begin with instantiating all the variables shared
between clusters because they are a potential source of con-
flict when solving each cluster in parallel. We choose to
give the priority of the instantiation to the variables with
high degree of correlation which we define as |{G′ | ∃ Ci ∈
G′ ∨ x ′ ∈ Ci}| for any variable x ′. In other words, the degree
of correlation of x ′ is the number of clusters in which at least
one constraint contains x ′. By doing so, we first instantiate
variables which potentially may cause the most conflict. This
step is performed on the CPU, where a conventional generate-
and-test strategy is used to find the best instantiation. All
the constraints satisfied the instatiated variables are removed.
Now, we are ready to move on to the parallel computation.
Step 2.2: Computing and storing local results: Each
parallel node is assigned a unique cluster and it applies a
generate-and-test strategy therein, i.e., it generates all the
instantiation of variables from that cluster and stores them in
the set of all the instantiations of all the variables. This latter
set is built following the logic known from the serial imple-
mentations [22]. Once the local instantiation of variables are
calculated, they are sent to the CPU for further processing.
Step 2.3: Merging The local results: The CPU merges
the local instantiation of variables from each cluster into the
global solution. A concatenation of all the local instantiations
and the best instantiation of the shared variables are used.
D. COMPLEXITY
The time complexity of the PD-CSP framework depends on
the clustering algorithm and the CSP solver used. In our
case, the complexity of the k-means algorithm [17] or the
complexity of DBSCAN algorithm [18] is O(m × n). As for
the mining process, let us denote the complexity of a con-
straint CSP solver, A, by O(Cost(A, n,m)). Note that m and n
are the number of constraints and the number of variables,
respectively. For the parallel propagation, the instantiation
of the variables shared between clusters (Step 2.1) requires
O(2|S|) in the worst case. The cost for parallel instantiation
of the clusters’ variables (Step 2.2) is Cost(A, |G?|, |X (G?)|),
where G? is the cluster in G having the maximum number of
variables. Thus, the complexity of the PD-CSP isO((n×m)+
2|S| + Cost(A, |G?|, |X (G?)|)).
Table 1 compares the complexity of some existing CSP
solvers using the PD-CSP framework by varying the function
Cost(A,m, n). Note that, the worst complexity is computed
by considering all exploration of shared variables and all
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TABLE 1. Complexity of the existing constraint satisfaction solvers using
the PD-CSP framework.
constraints in the designed clusters. From this table, we may
conclude that by using the PD-CSP framework, the complex-
ity of all solvers is reduced by considering the cluster noted
G? having maximum number of variables. In the worst case,
we have |X (G?)| = n. Tis happens when the number of
cluster is set to 1. Then, the shared variable is an empty set.
In an average case, |X (G?)|  n and the existing CSP solvers
performmuch better when applied in the PD-CSP framework.
IV. PD-CSP ON THE GPU
This section presents the use of GPU for boosting the PD-CSP
performance. The GPU programming model involves two
components: the CPU (host) and the GPU (device). The
former corresponds to the system’s processor and main mem-
ory. The latter comprises a massively multi-threading system
that consists of multiple computing cores, where each core
executes a block of threads. Threads of a block in the same
core communicate with one another using a shared memory,
whereas the communication between blocks relies on a global
memory. The CPU/GPU communication is made possible by
system buses. The application of the three steps defined above
must be carefully designed to fit the hardware at hand. In this
section, we case study of our generic approach on the GPU.
The degree of correlation of all shared variables, and the best
instantiation of these variables are determined on the CPU.
The set of designed clusters except the satisfied constraints
are then sent to the GPU. Each block of threads is mapped
onto one cluster, where the conventional generate-and-test
strategy process is applied on each block. If we consider the
size of the shared memory of each block is r , the first r
non-satisfied constraints of the cluster Gi are allocated to the
shared memory of the block, and the remaining non-satisfied
constraints of the clusterGi is allocated to the global memory
of theGPUhost.We define a local table, tablei, for storing the
instantiation of variables of the cluster Gi. The local table of
each cluster is sent to the CPU for further processing. In this
context, the CPU host performs the merging step to find the
global instantiation of variables by concatenating all local
instantiations and the best instantiation of the shared vari-
ables. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of the parallel
search using standard GPU-CUDA operations.
From a theoretical standpoint, a GPU implementation
improves the serial implementation by exploiting the mas-
sively threaded computing of GPUs while instantiating the
variables of the non-satisfied constraints in all clusters. It also
minimizes the CPU/GPU communication, by defining only
two points of CPU/GPU communication. The first one takes
place when the non-satisfied constraints is loaded into the




C = {C1,C2 . . . ,Cm}: The set of m constraints
X = {x1, x2 . . . , xn}: The set of n variables
G = {G1,G2 . . . ,Gk}: The set of k clusters
S: The set of shared variables
Algo: The CSP algorithm.
3: Output:
L: The set of all instantiations
4: L ← ∅
5: Solving(L, S, G, Algo)
6: RemoveSatisfiedConstraint(G, L)
7: cudaMemcpy(G′,G, n×m, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice)




11: Kernel ParallelSearch(L, G′, Algo)
12: input
Shared NC []: Array of non-satisfied constraints in
shared memory
13: Output:
L ′: The set of the local instantiations of all blocks
14: idx← blockIdx.x × blockDim.x + threadIdx.x
15: NC[idx]← G′blockIdx.x[idx]
16: Solving( L ′[blockIdx.x], NC, G′, Algo)
17: cudaMemcpy(L ′,L, |L ′|, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost)
FIGURE 3. The quality of decomposition determined by different
clustering algorithms (Intuitive, k-means, and DBSCAN).
GPU device, and the second one when the local tables are
returned to the CPU. It also provides an efficient memory
management by using different levels of memories including
global and shared memories. However, it may suffer from
synchronization problems between the GPU blocks. This
takes place when the GPU blocks process clusters with differ-
ent number of non-satisfied constraints. This issue degrades
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FIGURE 4. Runtime of PD-CSP vs. the state-of-the-art MAXSAT algorithms.
FIGURE 5. Runtime of PD-CSP vs. the state-of-the-art JOB Scheduling algorithms.
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FIGURE 6. The speedup of PD-CSP vs. the state-of-the-art algorithms.
FIGURE 7. The percentage of the satisfied constraints by PD-CSP vs. the state-of-the-art MAXSAT algorithms.
the performance of the GPU-based implementation of the
PD-CSP framework. In real scenarios, different number of
non-satisfied constraints per cluster may be obtained. This
depends to the way of the clustering used in the decomposi-
tion step, i.e., the more the sizes of the clusters are different,
the higher the GPU synchronization cost.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We carried out extensive experiments to evaluate the PD-CSP
framework on two well-known CSP problems (MAXSAT and
Job Scheduling). The two problems differ from the input
values. The input of MAXSAT is the set of constraints, each
of which is a conjunction of Boolean variables, however
the input of CSP is the set of constraints, each of which is
a relation of continues variables. Therefore, different data
instances are used for both problems. ForMAXSAT , we used
one Random instance ‘‘Ins1’’ containing 110 variables and
50 clauses, one Crafted instance ‘‘Ins2’’ containing 220 vari-
ables and 45 clauses, and two Industrial instances ‘‘Ins3’’
containing 360 variables and 685 clauses, and ‘‘Ins4’’ con-
taining 675 variables and 1286 clauses. For Job Scheduling
we used the large size benchmarks proposed by Taillard [37].
The different instances are denoted by the number of jobs
and the number of machines. We used four instances:
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FIGURE 8. The percentage of the satisfied constraints of PD-CSP vs. the state-of-the-art JOB Scheduling algorithms.
‘‘Ins5’’ containing 15 jobs and 15 machines, ‘‘Ins6’’
containing 30 jobs and 20 machines, ‘‘Ins7’’ containing
50 jobs and 20 machines and ‘‘Ins8’’ containing 100 jobs and
20 machines.
A. CLUSTERING QUALITY
Figure 3 presents the quality of decomposition of three differ-
ent clustering algorithms: intuitive, multi-objective k-means,
and DBSCAN, on different dataset instances (MAXSAT and
Job Scheduling). The intuitive clustering is a naive decom-
position that partitions constraints directly to the clusters,
i.e., the first block is assigned to the first cluster, the second
block is assigned to the second cluster, and so on, until all the
blocks are assigned.
Many metrics have been developed to measure the quality
of the decomposition. In our research work, we are inter-
ested to minimize the shared variables among the clusters
of constraints. Therefore, the quality of decomposition is
determined by the percentage of the shared variables between
the clusters. The quality decreases as this percentage goes
up. We also varied the number of clusters from 1 to 50
for each data instance, and the best value is kept for the
experiments. The best values of the number of clusters are
summarized in Table 2. Figure 3 reveals that k-means gives
better decomposition comparing to two other algorithms for
all the data instance. These results are explained by the fact
that k-means is a pure partitioning algorithm inspired by the
TABLE 2. Parameter Setting of multi-objective kmeans.
centroids representing the constraints of the same cluster.
However, DBSCAN is inspired by neighborhood computa-
tion representing the dense regions. It is therefore possible to
have two similar constraints belonging to two closer clusters.
In the remaining of the experiments, we used k-means as the
decomposition algorithm in the PD-CSP framework.
B. RUNTIME
Figures 4 and 5 present the runtime of the PD-CSP and
the state-of-the art algorithms for both MAXSAT and Job
Scheduling. For the MAXSAT , the baseline algorithms are
maxine [14] and Partial DAGs [15]. For the Job Scheduling,
the baseline algorithms are B&B [38] and MILP [39]. For
various data instance sizes, the results reveal that for small
number of variables, the baseline algorithms outperform
the PD-CSP algorithm. This is explained by the fact that
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PD-CSP performs further preprocessing step represented by
the decomposition step. However, for larger number of vari-
ables and with using higher number of workers (GPU-blocks
in our context), PD-CSP outperforms the baseline algorithms.
This is due to the intelligent parallel strategy employed in
the search step. Figure 6 shows the speedup of PD-CSP and
the four baseline algorithms by considering 1024 workers
(GPU-blocks). Note that the speedup is determined by the
ratio of runtime of the parallel approach over the runtime of
the sequential approach. This figure reveals the superiority of
PD-CSP compared to the baseline algorithms. The speedup
of PD-CSP exceeds 450 whereas the speedup of the baseline
methods does not reach 300. These results confirm again that
PD-CSP benefits from the intelligent strategy used in parallel
search.
C. SOLUTION QUALITY
Figures 7 and 8 present the percentage of the satisfied con-
straints. The runtime of the running algorithms are set as
follows, 0.5 sec for ‘‘Ins1’’, 2 sec for ‘‘Ins2’’, 400 sec for
‘‘Ins4’’, 40 sec for ‘‘Ins5’’, 350 sec for ‘‘Ins6’’, 2, 500 sec
for ‘‘Ins7’’, and 10, 000 sec for ‘‘Ins8’’. By varying the
number of workers (GPU-blocks) from 128 to 1, 024, our
solution outperforms the baseline algorithms in all cases. This
is explained by the fact that the proposed algorithms explore
large search space compared to the other baseline algorithms,
due to the decomposition and intelligent parallel search steps.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We introduced a framework, PD-CSP, that benefits from the
decomposition by analyzing the correlations among the con-
straints. The set of constraints are first partitioned using the
decomposition algorithm, where the highly correlated con-
straints are grouped together. As an instatiation of our general
approach, we adapted two clustering algorithms: k-means
and DBSCAN. Next, we developed a dedicated GPU-based
parallel search to find the best assignment of variables by effi-
ciently exploring the clusters of constraints. The experimental
results on MAXSAT and Job Scheduling problems show the
superiority of PD-CSP against the state-of-the-art algorithms
in terms of reduced computational time and high accuracy
represented by the number of satisfied constraints. Note that
the number of satisfied constraints is obtained by enumerat-
ing the satisfied constraints for the final instantiation derived
during the search process. The first key finding of this study
is that the proposed framework can deal with big constraint
data instances. This is different from previous constraint
satisfaction solvers, which have long execution times as the
whole set of constraints is considered in the solving step. The
proposed framework is able not only to make instantiation
of variables but also to analyze correlations and similarities
between the constraints and to find out disjoint groups among
them. We argue that, in the context of CSP, considering the
decomposition techniques in the preprocessing step allows to
quickly derive the best assignment of variables. Our frame-
work is generic and can be applied to any CSP, contrary to the
other algorithms that can only deal with a particular type of
CSP. Motivated by our promising results, we suggest the fol-
lowing directions for further research. we plan to develop new
strategies for dealing with load balancing. Oneway to address
this issue is to develop decomposition strategies allowing to
find out equitable clusters in terms of number of constraints
per cluster. Another way is to develop new strategies for
repairing clusters and finding clusters with similar number
of constraints.
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